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Reinventing ITIL® in the Age of DevOps: Innovative Techniques to Make Processes Agile and RelevantApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					
						Delve into the principles of ITIL® and DevOps and examine the similarities and differences. This book re-engineers the ITIL framework to work in DevOps projects without changing its meaning and its original objectives, making it fit for purpose for use in DevOps...







		

Microsoft Windows 2000 Scripting GuideMicrosoft Press, 2002
Welcome to the Microsoft® Windows® 2000  Scripting Guide.

As computers and computer networks continue to grow larger  and more complex, system administrators continue to face new challenges. Not all  that long ago, system administration was limited to managing a...


		

Cisco Catalyst QoS: Quality of Service in Campus NetworksCisco Press, 2003
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and...






		

Advanced Java® EE Development with WildFly®Packt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to developing Java® EE applications with the Eclipse IDE, Maven, and WildFly® 8.1


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to use EJB 3.x, JSF 2.x, Ajax, JAX-RS, JAX-WS, and Spring with WildFly 8.1
	
		A...



		

Skype Hacks: Tips & Tools for Cheap, Fun, Innovative Phone ServiceO'Reilly, 2005
If you've heard about Skype--and who hasn't with all the recent media attention devoted to internet telephone services--chances are you've been mighty tempted to try it out. Skype Hacks tells you what all the Skype hype is about, explains the basics, and shows you more than 100 clever tips and...


		

Mahara 1.2 E-Portfolios: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Mahara is a user-centred environment with a permissions framework that enables different views of an e-portfolio to be easily managed. These views helps you display your artefacts - text files, spreadsheets, images, and videos - in a way you choose and to the people you want. You can also create online communities and social networks through...






		

Beginning Drupal (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	A thorough introduction that lessens the learning curve to building sites with Drupal 7


	Drupal 7 is the latest version of the free, open source content management system Drupal. A powerful content management system and framework Drupal has an unfortunate reputation of having a steep learning curve. This guide to Drupal 7...


		

VMware vSphere PowerCLI Reference: Automating vSphere AdministrationSybex, 2011

	The book is, of course, primarily targeted at administrators of vSphere environments who want to automate tasks. But the subjects that we discuss in the book cover so many aspects of the management of a VMware vSphere environment that everyone who comes into contact with a VMware vSphere environment will be able to pick up something...


		

Big Data Made Easy: A Working Guide to the Complete Hadoop ToolsetApress, 2014

	Many corporations are finding that the size of their data sets are outgrowing the capability of their systems to store and process them. The data is becoming too big to manage and use with traditional tools. The solution: implementing a big data system.


	As Big Data Made Easy: A Working...






		

PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...



		

Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active DirectorySyngress Publishing, 2001
In Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active Directory, Carol Bailey makes a persuasive argument that her title procedure isn't the logical equivalent of making a banana split without fruit. Declining to use the primary new feature of Windows 2000 removes a thick layer of complexity from Windows 2000, she writes, and makes it much easier to...

		

Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2001
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...
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